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1 Introduction
This paper proposes the security system structure that shares intrusion detection information between different network domains, not limited to any local network domain. When the network domain that the attacker belongs to is found through tracing, the security system does any response within that domain.

A current security system detects intrusion and does individual response in local network domain. Therefore, it is important that construction of infra to do response in all system environment through sharing intrusion detection information between different network domains. New technologies to overcome such systematic response have been proposed, and remarkable things among them are Intrusion Detection and Isolation Protocol (IDIP) and Decentralized Source Identification of Intrusion Source (DecIdUs) [1][2]. However, they require that all network structures be changed. Therefore, this paper proposes the novel method of detection, tracing, and response about intrusion using packet filtering, active network and cryptographic technology with the minimum change of the network structure.

2 Active Security System
This paper defines the security system that shares intrusion detection information between different network domains and responses within the domain of the attacker through the tracing as ‘Active Security System’.

3 Requirement
To construct the Active Security System, it must be met the following three requirements.

- The border router of local network must be able to perform the packet filtering.
- The border router of local network should be consisted of active node architecture.
- The CA server for the security of the active packet and the safety of the active node must exists in ISP.

All intrusions are begun in local network. Therefore, if the border router of local network performs the packet filtering not to transmit the packets that have different network address outside, we can prevent IP spoofing and know the local network that the attacker belongs to [3]. Fig.1 shows the packet filtering method of the local network border router
In case the intrusion detection system detects the attack, the attack information (attacker IP address, port number, etc.) must be sent to the local network border router that the attacker belongs to. If the local network border router receives the attacker information from the intrusion detection system of own local network, the local network border router performs the blocking of attacker packet using filtering and transfers the active packet that has the attack information to the local network border router [4][5]. Fig.2 shows the process of the generating and transferring of active packet in the local network border router. Thus, when the active packet passes the route that attacker passed by, the local network border router (active node) recognizes an active packet and can do a response.

When the local network border router transfers the active packet that has the attack information to the local network border that the attacker belongs to, this active packet must be able to keep a security. To do this, the CA server has the public key of each local network border router and permits the reliable active node to access the public key of active nodes in key table. The local network border router transfers the encrypted active packet using own private key and the local network border router that receives the encrypted active packet decrypts it using the public key that brought from CA Server. [Fig 3] shows the decryption of active packet in local network border router using public key.

4 The structure of Active Security System

Fig.4 shows the structure of Active Security System. The border routers of local networks are consisted of active node and the CA server exists in ISP

5 The process of Intrusion Detection, Tracing and Response

Fig.5 illustrates how Active Security System accomplishes intrusion detection, tracing and Response:

(1) In case the attacker in Local Network 1 tries attacking the Server in Local network 3 via the Server in Local Network 2; (2) the IDS of Local Network 3 detects the attack and sends the attacker information (IP address and port number of the Server of Local Network 2) to the border router of Local Network 3; (3) The border router of Local Network 3 performs...
the blocking of attacker packet (packet from the
Server of Local Network 2) using filtering; and (4)
transfers the encrypted active packet that has the
attacker information to the attacker (the Server of
Local network 2); (5) When the border router of
Local network 2 receives the encrypted active packet,
it brings the public key for decrypting this packet
from CA server; (6) The border router of Local
Network 2 performs the blocking of attacker packet
(packet from the Server of Local Network 2) using
the information in active packet; and (7) informs this
information to IDS of Local network 2; (8) The IDS
of Local Network 2 scans the Server of Local
Network 2 and detects the attacker of Local network
1; (9) The IDS of Local Network 2 sends the
attacker information (IP address, port number of
attacker of Local Network 1) to the border router of
Local Network 2; (10) The border router of Local
Network 2 performs the blocking of attacker packet
(packet form the attacker of Local Network 1) using
filtering; and (11) transfers the encrypted active
packet that has the attacker information to the
attacker of Local Network 1; (12) When the border
router of Local network 1 receives the encrypted
active packet, it brings the public key for decrypting
this packet from CA server; (13) The border router
of Local Network 1 performs the blocking of attacker
packet (packet from the attacker of Local Network1)
using filtering.

6 Conclusion
Active Security System that proposes in this paper
can do detection, tracing and isolation about the
attack of different network domains through the
minimum change of the network structure. But it
needs to alter the border router of local network and
the border router of local network must be guarantee
not to transmit the packet that have different network
address outside.
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